Nuxalk Nation Visitor Guide

Nuxalk History

Way kamalh kw’alhtnim wa suuncw ats, p’iixlalayctimut-s ti qnklsytilh
t’ayc ala snuxyals wa skulhaltwas; ska sisuuncwalh t’axw alhtxw.
When the world was being established our earth was like an island floating in an
ocean of stars; ever moving in the cosmos of outer space. This is what is known
about our first ancestors when Alhkw’ntam created the earth. Nuxalkmc believe
everything is interconnected and has spirit. At the beginning the world was made
ready and prepared by our Creator and his four carpenters.
Our first ancestors were made in Nusmata, the House of Smayusta, the Creator’s
house in the upper world. There were 45 original families; each had their own room
in the house. They were carved from the cosmic tree, Tcncniyaaq, the Milky Way and
they were given cmanwas (spirit), placed in the bone of the back of their neck, and
given slhup’tsta (breath), and they came alive. The Creator prepared them to come
to earth and provided them with skwatsta (names), asulicts (food, provisions, and
tools), stl’cw (code of ethics), sxayaxw (protocols). All of these were placed within
their nuslhiixwta (treasure box).
Once they were ready, the Creator said, “look to the walls of my house.” Hanging
there were animal, bird, and sea creature cloaks. They were instructed to choose a
cloak and they put them over their backs the same way we wear our dance cloaks
today, and they sinaaxwmiixw (danced). These cloaks became our crests.
Wearing their animal cloaks, the first ancestors descended to the mountain tops
on the eyelashes of the sun, where they journeyed down and found places to build
their sulh (houses) and their silhmak (fish traps). Soon they began to prosper and
apsulh (villages) were formed. The land was bountiful, and their houses began to fill
up to the ceiling with boxes of goods. This is when the Creator spoke to the people,
instructing them to lhlm (potlatch), to invite their neighbours from far and wide, to
tell the story of how the Creator placed them on the land and to share their wealth,
validating their su7ulm (rights and title) to the land.
Pre-contact, Nuxalk people are enjoying a fully developed society, culture, economy
and system of governance, and have established our autonomous Nuxalk Nation.
Nuxalk managed a specific economy through the trading of sluq’ (eulachon grease)
that began at the mouth of eight eulachon-bearing rivers in Nuxalk territory and
stretched east to the Rocky Mountains and beyond, facilitating trade routes, such as
the Sluq’alh (Nuxalk-Carrier Grease Trail), that lasted thousands of years.
After contact, Nuxalk people experienced the Usqalits’ txw, (smallpox epidemic) of
1862. Intentionally spread, this disease reduced Nuxalk people from an estimated
30,000 living throughout the four territories in over 50 towns and villages, to approximately 300 survivors.
These 300 people were brought together by Chief Waxit Pulhas at Q’umk’uts, who
married 11 high-ranking women. This unusual union was necessary to bring the
survivors together and preserve their ties to their ancestral territories as dictated by
Nuxalk law, enabling them to work the land at Q’umk’uts and rebuild the Nation.

Nuxalk Territory

Nuxalk elders, historians, and archaeologists discovered that Nuxalk oral traditions
match the geological and archeological records in the four territories and they determined that our ancestors have been on the central coast for over 14,000 years.
The four ancestral territories are Nuxalkmc (Bella Coola Valley), Talyuumc (South
Bentinck), Kw’alhnamc (Kwatna), and Ista-Suts’lhmc (Lower Dean, King Island,
Dean and Kimsquit Rivers).

The Snxus (Sun Mask), the Nation’s shared crest, represents these historical
events. The Snxus connects Nuxalk back to the past with its depiction of the four
carpenters representing the four Nuxalk territories together as one, and the 40
fingers representing the 40 ancestral lineages from the surviving village sites all together. The centre figure, Alhkw’ntam, represents chief Pulhas as the 41st lineage
holder and affirms his leadership role.
Today, Nuxalk have seven reserves total, measuring about 2,025 ha; this is approximately 0.1% of our ancestral territory. Our population now numbers 1,787 people,
with approximately half living on Bella Coola Indian Reserve 1, which encompasses the communities of Q’umk’uts (Bella Coola townsite) and Snxlhh (4Mile).
Nuxalk is a non-treaty nation; we view our land as our legal inheritance from the
Creator. We have always been an independent Nation and we will continue to
exercise our rights and title throughout our four territories as entrusted to us by
our ancestors.

Nuxalk Today

Susuuncwani (Izzy Jean Hans, 2021)
Nuxalk people have a long history of resilience and long before the Usqalits’ txw
(smallpox epidemic), Nuxalk people survived countless catastrophes in their territory. Today, we draw on this strength as we navigate the legacies of colonization;
re-embracing our culture and using our worldview to guide us forward.
Culture is central to our existence; we use our art, ceremonies, and dances to ground
us in our community. Nuxalk art, housed in numerous distinguished museums
around the world, is recognized for its distinctive style and particular designs that
are unique to Nuxalk territory and family crests. In particular, the use of a radiant
blue has long been an identifying feature of Nuxalk art; S-qwitaqw’s alh Nuxalk the “Bella Coola Blue.”
We have been a part of this land for thousands of years; our stories and our language
are specifically tied to our ancestral homes. We cannot be Nuxalk anywhere else.
Today we continue to practice the teachings of Stl’mstaliwa - living a full human
experience. This empowers us to nuyalcalhlaycilh wa mnmnta ala mnmnts’ilh ats
~ clear the path for our next generation to succeed.
Uts’i S’tlhilh Nuxalkmcilh ~ Our Greatest Strength is Being Nuxalk.

Visitor Protocols
Yaw Smatmc! As a guest in our territory, we ask that you abide by the following
protocols. These four protocols are based on Nuxalk Laws that have
guided our people for generations. Stutwiniitscw!

Qlamta - Respect all beings
Respect for the land and the life it holds
Acknowledge Nuxalk Rights & Title throughout the territory
Listen, speak kindly, and understand boundaries

Kastsayulh - Ask permission first
Accept that not all areas are open to visitors
Ensure you follow official protocols and guidelines
Ask permission before taking pictures of people and places

Putl’lt - Take care of the land and each other
Always think of future generations
Leave the land cleaner than you found it
Support our local artisans and businesses

Yayaatwi - Be happy
Relax and enjoy yourself!
Be present in the territory
Slow down, be mindful and connect with your surroundings in a good way

Nuxalk Sacred Sites
There are a number of sacred sites in Nuxalk territory. The most popular are the
Squmalh (Thorsen Creek) Petroglyphs. These rock carvings are estimated to be
over 5000 years old. Three quarters of all rock carvings in North America are found
on the Central Coast and were created in strategic locations throughout Nuxalk
territory. This site is incredibly significant to Nuxalk people and we ask that you only
visit Squmalh with an accredited Nuxalk guide and that you follow all of the
requested protocols to ensure the site remains protected.
Also sacred to Nuxalk are three hot springs located in Nuxalk territory, Icp’iixm
(Tallio), Alhltl’liiqw (Eucott Bay) and Nuskw’lh (Nascall Bay) and the Lhkw’ ti
tsatsawlhp (the “Big Cedar”) at Ts’awlhmim (the village site of Larso Bay).
Once again we request that, if visiting, you do so with an accredited Nuxalk guide
and treat the site with the utmost care and respect.

Information

Nuxalk Nation Administration
www.nuxalknation.ca
250 799 5613

Nuxalk Radio
www.nuxalkradio.com
Listen Live 91.1 FM in Bella Coola

Nuxalk Prayer
Tl’uk ta manlh t’ax
Putl’ilhsuts’ uulh inu
Alh ti suuncwt
Stutwiniitulhcw ala snknicilh ats
Alhkaltcwmtulhx
Alh ti suuncwt
Way!

